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Join Processing in Web Databases 
S. S. Bhowmick W.-K. Ng E.-P. Lim S .K .  Madria 
Center for Advanced Information Systems, School of Applied Science, 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore 639798, SINGAPORE 
{sourav, wkn, aseplim, slun}@cais, ntu. edu. sg 
Abst ract .  Recently, there has been increasing interests in data mod- 
els and query languages for unstructured data in the World Wide Web. 
When web data is harnessed in a web warehouse, new and useful infor- 
mation can be derived through appropriate information manipulation. In
our web warehousing project, we introduce a new operator called the web 
join. Like its relational counterpart, web join combines information from 
two web tables to yield a new web table. This paper discusses various 
issues in web join such as join semantics, joinability, and join evaluation. 
1 In t roduct ion  
Given the high rate of growth of the volume of data available on the WWW, 
locating information of interest in such an anarchic setting becomes a more 
difficult process everyday. Thus, there is the recognition of the undeferring need 
for effective and efficient ools for information consumers, who must be able to 
easily locate and manipulate information in the Web. We aim to build a web 
warehouse containing information extracted from the Web that may also inter- 
operate with conventional data warehouses. To meet the warehousing objective, 
we materialize web information as a web table and define a set of web operators 
so as to equip the warehouse with the basic capability to manipulate web tables 
and correlate additional, useful, related web information residing in the web 
tables [7]. 
In this paper we focus on the web join operator. It serves two important 
purposes: First, like its relational counterpart, web join combines information 
from two web tables based on some criteria to yield a new web table. Second, 
this information can be stored in a separate web table and can be used for future 
queries. One of the objectives of web join is to capitalize on the reuse of retrieved 
data from the WWW in order to reduce execution time of queries. 
Even though the notion of a web join is similar to that of a relational join, 
there are number of new challenges due to the richer nature of the web data 
model. For example, what exactly is a web join operation? How do we perform a 
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web join? What useful information can we gather if we perform a web join? Due 
to the graphical nature of the Web, the web join process is a much complicated 
and challenging problem than for relational join. In this paper, we address ome 
of these challenges. In particular, our contributions are: 
1. We formally define the notion of web join and discuss the necessity of join 
operation in a web database. 
2. We determine the conditions required to perform a web join between two 
web tables. 
2 Re la ted  Work  
There has been considerable work in data model and query languages for the 
World Wide Web. But we are not aware of any work which deals with join oper- 
ation in web databases. For example, Mendelzon, Mihaila and Milo [6] proposed 
a WebSQL query language based on a formal calculus for querying the WWW. 
The result of WebSQL query is a set web tuples flattened immediately to linear 
tuples. This limits the expressiveness of queries to a certain extent as complex 
queries involving operators such as web join are not possible. 
Konopnicki and Shmueli proposed a high level querying system called the 
W3QS [4] for the WWW whereby users may specify content and structure queries 
on the WWW and maintain the results of queries as database views of the 
WWW. In W3QL queries are always made to the WWW. Past query result are 
not manipulated for the evaluation of future queries. This limit the usage of web 
operators like web join to derive additional information from the past queries. 
Fiebig, Weiss and Moerkotte xtended relational algebra to the World Wide 
Web by augmenting the algebra with new domains (data types) [3], and func- 
tions that apply to the domains. The extended model is known as RAW (Re- 
lational Algebra for the Web). Only two low level operators on relations, scan 
and index-scan, have been proposed to expand an URL address attribute in a 
relation and to rank results returned by web search engine(s) respectively. RAW 
provides minor improvement on the existing relational model to accommodate 
and manipulate web data and there is no notion of a join operation similar to 
ours .  
Inspired by concepts in declarative logic, Lakshmanan, Sadri and Subrama- 
nian designed WebLog [5] to be a language for querying and restructuring web 
information. But there is no formal definition of web operations such as join. 
Other proposals, namely Lorel [1] and UnQL [2], aim at querying hetero- 
geneous and semistructured information. These languages adopt a lightweight 
data model to represent data, based on labeled graphs, and concentrate on the 
development of powerful query languages for these structures. Moreover, in both 
these proposals there is no notion of join operation similar to ours. 
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3 Background 
In this section we describe our basic data model and web algebra and then 
provides the motivation. 
3.1 Web Data  Mode l (WDM)  
We proposed a data model for a web warehouse in [7] and [8]. Our data model 
consist of hierarchy of web objects. The fundamental objects are Nodes and 
Links. Nodes correspond to HTML or plain text documents and links correspond 
to hyper-links interconnecting the documents in the World Wide Web. We define 
a Node type and a Link type to refer to these two sets of distinct objects. These 
objects consists of a set of attributes as shown below: 
Node----[url, title, format, size, date, text] 
Link = [source-url, target-url, label, link-type] 
The WDM supports tructured or topological querying; different sets of keywords 
may be specified on the nodes and additional criteria may be defined for the 
hyperlinks among the nodes. Thus, the query is a graph-like structure and it 
is used to match the portions of the WWW satisfying the conditions. In this 
way, the query result is a set of directed graphs consisting of nodes and links 
(called web tuples) reflecting the query graph. A collection of these web tuples 
is called a web table. If the web table is materialized, we associate a name with 
the table. A web table is associated with a schema nd is formally defined as 
4-tuple M -- (Xn, Xt, C, P) where Xn is a set of node variables, Xt is a set of 
link variables, C is a set of connectivities in CNF, P is a set of predicates in 
CNF. The web schema of a web table is the query graph that is used to derive 
the table. A set of web tables and a set of web schemas i called a web database. 
We also proposed a Web Algebra for retrieving information from the Web and 
manipulating these information to derive additional information. The algebra 
provides a formal foundation for data representation a d manipulation. We have 
defined aset of web operators with web semantics so as to equip the web database 
with the basic capability to manipulate web tables. These operators include web 
select, web join, web union, web intersection and so on. These operators build 
the foundation for the web algebra. For more details on WDM and web algebra 
and its motivation see[7]. We illustrate our Web Data Model with an example 
in the next subsection. 
3.2 Motivating Example 
Suppose, an user Bill, wishes to find all one bedroom and two bedroom apart- 
ments in Singapore whose monthly rent is between $600--$1,000 and $1,000-- 
$1,200 respectively, and all areas in Singapore from which travel time to Raffles 
Place is around 20 minutes by bus. 
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http://www.singapore.com/area/ 
a International b c d Two bedroom e $1000_$1200 f 
I~  Rental I----'1Singap~ -- I I ~ ~ l  I 
D I m p q 
http://www.wra.com/ One bedroom u 
i j 
Fig. 1. Web schema(query graph) of Accommodation web table 
Suppose, there are two web sites World Rental Agency (WRA) (http://wwu. 
wra. corn/) and World Transportation Agency (WTA) (http://ww.wta. corn/) which 
provides apartment rental (ietails and transportation details respectively for dif- 
ferent countries in the world. From there, Bill figured there would be links with 
anchor labels 'International Rental', 'Singapore', 'Two bedroom', in WRA web 
site and 'International Transport', 'Singapore', Raffles Place', 'Bus' in WTA 
web site that might be used. For instance, in the WRA web site, the 'Interna- 
tional Rental' link would point to a list of countries in the world. From this list 
the link 'Singapore' point to a web page containing list of residential areas in 
Singapore. From the hyperlinks associated with each area, he can probe further 
to find the list of one bedroom and two bedroom apartments with monthly rent 
between $600--$1,000 and $1,000--$1,200 respectively. With these web sites, 
Bill constructed the query graphs as shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
When Bill's query is evaluated, he receives a set of web tuples each satis- 
fying the query graphs. The result of each query is stored in the web tables 
Accommodation a d Transport respectively. 
The web schema of the web tables Accommodation a d Transport is shown 
below in Examples 1 and 2 respectively. Note that the variables in the figures 
denote arbitrary instances of Node and Link. Observe that some of the nodes 
and links have keywords imposed on them. These keywords express the content 
of the web document or the label of the hyperlink between the web documents. 
Two special symbols # and - are used for those node and link variables which 
are not bound by the predicates of the schema. 
Example 1. Find the list of all one bedroom and two bedroom apartments in 
Singapore whose monthly rent is between $600--$1,000 and $1,000--$1,200 re- 
spectively, starting from the home page of WRA. 
Let the schema of the above query be Mi = (Xi,n, Xi,t, Ci, Pi) where Xi,n = 
{ a, b, c, d, e, f,  i, j } , Xi,e = {1, re,p, q, u, k- } , Ci - kil A ki2 A kis A ki4 A ki5 A kie A ki7 
such that kil = a(t)b, ki2 = b(m)e, ki3 = c(-)d, ki4 = d(p)e, ki5 : e(q)f, 
kio = d(u)i, kit = i(k) j and Pi - Pil API2 APis APi4 Apis APi6 APir APis API9 APi~o A 
pi~ A Pi12 A Pils A Pi~4 such that Pil (a) - [a.url EQUALS "http://~n~w. wra. corn/"], 
Pi. (b) -- [b . t i t le  EQUALS "Country L is t " ] ,  p is (~)  = [~.label EQUALS " In ternat -  
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Fig. 2. Web schema(query graph) of Transport web table 
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Fig. 3. Accommodation web table 
-ional Rental"], Pia (C) -- [c.url EQUALS "http://www. singapore, corn/area/"] , 
Pi6 (m)  -- [re.label EQUALS "Singapore"],pi6 (d) - [d.title CONTAINS "Apartment- 
- Type"], pi,(e) -[e.title CONTAINS "Price"], P is (P)  - -  ~.label  CONTAINS "Two 
bedroom"], Pi ,  (q) - -  [q.label CONTAINS "$1000 - $1200"], Pilo ( f )  --  [/.text 
CONTAINS "Apartment Address"], P~I, (i) =- [/.title CONTAINS "Price"], pi12(k) _= 
[k.label CONTAINS "$600 - $1000"], P i la ( J ) -  ~.text CONTAINS "Apartment Add- 
-Tess"]., Pi14(u)  = [u.label CONTAINS "One bedroom"]. 
Example 2. Find the list of all areas in Singapore from where travel time to 
Raj~les Place is around 20 minutes by bus starting from the home page of WTA. 
Let the schema of the above query be Mj = (Xj,n, Xj,t, Cj, Pj) where Xj,n = 
{x,y,z,v,w,#}, Xj l = {r,s,t,g,-}, Cj =_ kj, Akj2Akja Akj4Akj5 such that kjl = 
x(r)y, kj2 = y(s)z, kj3 = z(-)#, kj4 = #(t)v, kj5 = v(g)w and Pj - pj, Apj 2 Apj 3 A 
PA APA APA APJ7 APA APJ9 such that PA (x) _~ [x.uxl EQUALS "ht tp : / /m.  ~rta. corn/"], 
pj= (y) -- [y.ziZle EQUALS "Country Lisr PJ. (r) --~ It.label EQUALS "IazeraaZional 
Transport"], Pi4 (z) -- [z.url EQUALS "http://~. singapore, corn /area/"], Pis (s) -- 
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Fig. 4. Transport web table 
[8.1abel EQUALS "Singapore"] ,pjs  (v )  - -  [v . t i t le  CONTAINS "Transport"],  PiT(w) -- 
[w.text CONTAINS "20 Minutes"], P js (g )  -- [g.label CONTAINS "Bus"], pig(t)  -- 
It.label CONTAINS "Raffles Place"]. 
Figures 3 and 4 show a small portion of the web tables Accommodation 
and Transport respectively. Each connected, irected subgraph in the figures 
represents a web tuple of that web table. Each web tuple matches a portion of 
the WWW satisfying the conditions described in the schema. For example, the 
first web tuple in Figure 3 stores information about one bedroom (monthly rent 
$600--$1,000) and two bedroom apartment list (monthly rent $1,000--$1,200) 
in Boonlay. Note that each web tuple is structurally identical to the web schema. 
In particular, Bill wishes to find out a list of one bedroom (monthly rent 
$600--$1,000) and two bedroom apartments (monthly rent is between 1,000- 
1,200 dollars), and from where the time taken to travel to Raffles Place by 
bus is around 20 minutes. In order to get this information Bill compares the 
Accommodation a d Transport ables. For a reasonably small size of the web 
tables, browsing each web tuples and comparing them with that of other web ta- 
ble for information of interest is a feasible option. But just as browsing relational 
databases i  often an ineffective way to retrieve information, the same holds for 
browsing web databases having web tables of significant size to gather composite 
information. Thus, what we need is a operator that allows to gather composite, 
relevant information from the two web tables Accommodation a d Transport. In 
the next section we introduce the web join operator used to integrate information 
from two web tables. 
4 Concept  o f  Web Jo in  
We now define a web join. We have two input web tables, Accommodation and 
Transport in the web database which we shall be using in the rest of the paper 
to illustrate web join. In the next section, we shall discuss the construction of 
joined schema nd the joined web table. 
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We first introduce some terms we shall be using to explain web join in this 
paper. 
- Joinable nodes 
We define joinable nodes as node variables participating in the join. 
- Join connectivity 
Let x(p)y be the connectivity of a schema where x and y are node variables 
as defined in the schema. This connectivity is called a join connectivity if
any one of the node variables participate in the web join. That is, x(p)y is a 
join connectivity if the join node of the schema is x or y. 
The web join operator is used to combine two web tables by concatenat- 
ing a web tuple of one table with a web tuple of other table whenever there 
exists joinable nodes. Let Wi and Wj be two web tables with schemas ]Vii = 
(Xi,n, Xi,~, Ci,p, Pi) and Mj = (Xj,n, Xj,l, Cj, Pj) respectively. Then Wi and Wj 
are joinable if there exist at least one node variable in Mi and in Mj which refers 
to identical (having the same URL) node or web document. Let us elaborate fur- 
ther. Consider the predicates of the node variables c and z as defined in the web 
schemas of Accommodation and Transport respectively in Examples 1 and 2: 
Pi4 (c) - [c.url EQUALS "http://wwv. singapore, corn/area/"], 
Pj4  (Z) -- [Z.url EQUALS "http://www. singapore, corn/area/"] 
Since the node variables c and z of Mi and Mj respectively refers to the same web 
document at url 'http ://~. singapore, com/axea/', the web tables Accommodation 
and Transport are joinable. The joinable nodes are c and z. We store the joined 
web tuples in a separate web table. As one of the joinable nodes with identical 
URLs  is superfluous, we remove any one of them in the joined schema. Thus, 
in the resulting web table, we keep only one joinable node variable (i.e, c or z). 
Formally, we express natural web join between two web tables as follows: 
W=Wi~Wj 
where Wi and Wj are the two web tables participating in the join and W is 
the resultant web table created by the join and satisfying schema M = (Xn, Xl ,  
C, P). Let us illustrate with an example: 
Example 3. Consider the Accommodation and Transport tables as described in 
Examples 1 and 2. Performing a web join on these web tables creates a joined 
web table (Figure 6). Due to space limitations, we only show a partial view 
of the joined web table. The schema of this joined web table is shown be- 
low (Figure 5). The construction details of the joined schema and the joined 
web table is explained in [9]. Let the joined schema be M = (Xn,XI ,  C,P)  
where X,~ = {a,b ,c ,d ,e , f , i , j ,x ,y ,v ,w,#},  X l  = { l ,m,p ,q ,u ,k , r , s , t ,g , -} ,  C -
kl A k2 A k3 A k4 A ks A k6 A k7 A ks A k9 A klo A kll A k12 such that kl = a(l)b, 
k2 = b(m)c, k3 = c(-)d, k4 = d~J)e, k5 = e(q)f, k6 = d(u)i, k7 = i(k)j, 
ks = x(r)y, k9 = y(s)c, klo = c(-)#, kll -- #it)v, kl2 = v(g)w and P - pl Ap2 A 
P3 Ap4 Ap5 Ap6 ApT Aps Ap9 Apto Ap11 Ap12 Ap13 Ap14 Ap15 Ap16 Ap17 Apls Ap19 A 
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Fig. 5. Schema of the joined web table 
P20 A P21 A P22 such that pl (a) = [a.url EQUALS "ht tp : / /~ .wra .  com/"], P2 (b) - 
[b.title EOUALS "Country List"], p3(~) -- [~.label EQUALS "International 
Rental"], p4(c) ------ [c.url EQUALS "http://www. singapore, corn/area/"] , P5 (m) -- 
[re.label EQUALS "Singapore"], pe(d) - [d . t i t le  CONTAINS "Apartment Type"], 
pT(e) ------ [e.title CONTAINS "Price"], Psi) -- ~.label CONTAINS "Two bedroom"], 
Pg(q) -- [q.label CONTAINS "$1000 - $1200"],p10(f) -- [ f . text  CONTAINS "Apart- 
-ment Add ress"] ,  pn(x)  -- [x.url EQUALS "ht tp : / /  ~r~m.wta.com/"], Pl2(Y) ---- 
[y.title EQUALS "Country List"],Pl3(r)-----[r.label EQUALS "International Tran- 
-sport"], P14(8) -- [8.1abel EQUALS "Singapore"], P15(v) -- [v.title CONTAINS 
"Transport"],plB(W) ------ [w.text CONTAINS "20 Minutes"],Pl7(g) -- [g.label CON- 
-TAINS "Bus"], PlS(t) -- [t.label CONTAINS "Raff les Place"],  P19(i) -- [ / . t i t le  
CONTAINS "Price"],P20(k) -- [k. label CONTAINS "$600 - $1000"],P21(j) - - [ j . text  
CONTAINS "Apartment Address"]., p22(u)- [u.label CONTAINS "One bedroom"], m 
5 Jo in  Ex is tence  
Given two web tables, first we determine if these two web tables are joinable. 
Two web tables are joinable if there exist at least one web tuple in each web table 
which has a joinable node. We can identify these set of joinable node(s) from the 
schemas of the two web tables if the predicates in the two input schemas atisfy 
some joinability conditions. In this section, we determine what these conditions 
are. Given two web tables, we first inspect their schemas to find out whether 
they satisfy any of these conditions. If the schemas atisfy these conditions then 
a web join is possible between the two input web tables and the output of the 
join existence process is a set of joinable node variable(s). However, if we cannot 
identify a set of joinable node variable(s) from the schemas then we cannot 
perform web join. 
Let us define some terms to facilitate our exposition. Given a web table W 
and its schema M = (Xn, Xt, C, P),  let p be a predicate of P such that: 
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F ig .  6.  Web jo in  
- arg(p) E Xn U Xt is the argument of the predicate; 
- attr(p) e {url ,  text ,  t i t le ,  format, date, s ize} U {source_nrl,  cargot_url, 
label, l ink_type} is an attribute; 
- op(p) E {EQUALS, CONTAINS} is the operator in the predicate; and 
- val(p) is the operand of the op(p). 
For example, for the predicate p(x) =_ [x.url EQUALS "ht tp : / /~w.  wta .  corn / " ] ,  we 
have arg(p) = x, attr(p) = ur l ,  op(p) = EQUALS and val(p) = ht tp  ://www.wta. 
corn/. Note that arg(p) represents a node or link of the schema. Hereafter, we 
use arg(p) to denote a node or link. 
We now highlight he joinability conditions. The joinability conditions may 
be based on node predicates and/or link predicates of the input web schemas. 
The conditions for a web join based on node predicates i : 
Cond i t ion  5.1 Two web tables are joinable if there exist at least a pair of 
predicates Pi and pj belonging to schemas Mi and Mj respectively such that 
the node represented by the predicates have identical URLs. That is, attr(pi) = 
attr(pj) = ur l ,  op(pi) = op(pj) = EQUALS, and val(pi) = val(pj). The joinable 
nodes are arg(pl) and arg(pj). 
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The conditions based on only link predicates are as follows: 
Let c be a connectivity of the form x(p)y. We refer to node variables x, y as 
lnode(c) and mode(c) respectively, and use connlink(c) to refer to the set of link 
variables appearing in p. Thus, lnode(c) E Xn, rhode(c) E Xn and connlink(c) C_ 
Xl. Clearly, c describes a path or a set of possible paths between two nodes 
lnode(c) and rhode(c). For instance, the expression x((ef[g))y says that there 
exist either a simple link g E Xt, or two links e E Xt followed by f E Xl, 
between lnode(c) and rnode(c). 
Let ci and cj be two connectivities in schemas Mi and Mj respectively. Then 
the web tables corresponding to Mi and Mj are joinable if one or more of the 
following conditions hold: 
Cond i t ion  5.2 The source_url of the leftmost link variables e and f of ci and 
cj respectively are identical, i.e., arg(pi) = e, arg(pj) = f ,  attr(pi) = attr(pj) = 
source_url ,  op(pi) = op(pj) = EQUALS, val(pi) = val(pj). Thus, lnode(ci) and 
lnode(cj) are joinable. 
Cond i t ion  5.3 The target_url of the rightmost link variables g and h of ci and 
cj respectively are identical, i.e., arg(pi) = g, arg(pj) = h, attr(pi) = attr(pj) = 
ta rget_ur l ,  op(pi) = op(pj) = EQUALS, val(pi) = val(pj). Thus, rnode(ci) and 
rnode(cj) axe joinable. 1 
Cond i t ion  5.4 The source_url of the leftmost link variables eand the target_url  
of the rightmost link variable g of ci and cj respectively are identical, i.e., 
arg(pi) = e, arg(pj) = g, attr(pi) = source_url ,  attr(pj) = taxget_ur l ,  
op(pi) = op(pj) = EQUALS and val(pi) = val(pj). Thus, lnode(cl) and rnode(cj) 
are joinable. | 
The conditions based on node and link predicates axe as follows: 
Let Pi be a node predicate and pj a link predicate in schemas Mi and Mj 
respectively. Then the web tables corresponding to Mi and Mj are joinable if 
any one of the following conditions hold: 
Cond i t ion  5.5 The url  of the node variable x and the taxget_url of the link 
variable g ofpi and pj respectively are identical. Formally, arg(pi) = x, arg(pj) = 
g, attr(pi) = ur l ,  attr(pj) = taxget_ur l ,  op(pi) = op(pj) = EQUALS and 
val(pi) = val(pj). The joinable nodes are x and rnode(cj). 1 
Cond i t ion  5.6 The url  of the node variable x and the source_url of the link 
variable f ofpi and pj respectively are identical. Formally, arg(pi) = x, axg(pj) = 
f ,  attr(pi) = url, attr(pj) = source_url, op(pi) = op(pj) = EQUALS and 
val(pi) = val(pj). The joinable nodes are x and lnode(cj). 1 
6 Summary and Future Work 
In this paper, we have motivated the need for a join operation for the web data 
model and we have introduced the notion of web join that enable us to combine 
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web tuples from two web tables whenever joinable nodes exist. Please refer to 
[9] for detailed version of this paper. 
Presently, we have implemented the first version of the web join operator and 
have interfaced it with other web operators. To explore different possible join 
conditions, we have created a synthetic database and have implemented the join 
operation for all joinability conditions using the synthetic database. The current 
web join operator can be used efficiently for simple web queries. Currently, we 
are in the process of extending the prototype of web join operator to support 
more complex web queries. 
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